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- one of the largest Poland's cities (population 550,000);
- over 120,000 students;
- 2,700 international students
- over 230 majors at 27 universities;
- over 100,000 job offering companies
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Academic and Scientific Poznań Programme - selected goals

- Strengthening the image of Poznan as a strong academic center and student-friendly city
- Increasing importance of Poznan as an academic center for international students
- Strengthening the participation of representatives of the scientific community in the development of problem-solving
- Supporting the academic enterprise
- Increasing importance of student culture
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- Open lectures
- Nobel Prize Winners
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Contest for the best PhD and MA thesis
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- Awards for the best researchers
- Scholarships for young researchers
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Conferences and workshops
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Active Migrants in the Local Labor Market (AMIGA)
Polish-German Cooperation Project

E- Migrant Info Point - www.migrant.poznan.pl
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Supporting the academic enterprise
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euroasmus CUP 2014 and friends
UNITED WE PLAY 10 TEAMS
UNITED WE SUPPORT OVER 80 NATIONALITIES
UNITED WE ENJOY
PRZYJOWY RATAJE COMPLEX
OS. PIASTOWSKIE 10A
28.05.2014, start 10:00

20 czerwca 2013
Siatkarski koniec sesji na Plaży Miejskiej

Turniej siatkówki plażowej o Puchar Akademickiego Poznania
Uczestnicy: 16 drużyn 4 osobowych złożonych z poznańskich studentów
Zapisy: akademickipoznan@um.poznan.pl lub w dniu turnieju
(do wypełnienia limity miejsca)
Start: 10:00, czwartek 20 czerwca 2013
Zapraszamy
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Half Price Poznań

An amazing offer - Poznan half-price!

hotels, restaurants and museums  up to 50% discount!

www.poznan.travel
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Istanbul?
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